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Before the establishment of federal deposit insurance in banks—in effect, providing a discount window for mem1933, the U.S. economy was subject to periodic bank- ber banks—and keeping the payments system operating.
ing panics. During such panics, banks suspended payOurfindings are based on an examination of the Sufments; that is, they refused to pay specie (gold or silver) folk Bank's balance sheets from 1836 to 1843. These
at par for their outstanding notes or deposits. At the balance sheets indicate that the Suffolk Bank continued
same time, banks were often forced to reduce lending, to make a large amount of short-term credit advances to
and a slowdown in economic activity usually followed. other banks in its region during both the suspension of
One of the worst of these panics in the United States payments and the period immediately following the rewas the Panic of 1837. Most banks suspended pay- sumption of payments. They also suggest that the Sufments, and many banks eventually closed or failed. Fur- folk Bank continued to clear the same volume of notes
ther, the disruption in banking that began with the Panic during the panic that it did before the panic took place.1
of 1837 coincided with the start of a recession in the A comparison of the Suffolk Bank's balance sheets with
U.S. economy and a slowdown that lasted almost five those of several other large U.S. banks also indicates
that Suffolk's behavior, especially in regard to advances
years.
At that time, a private bank in New England—the of credit to other banks, was atypical.
A natural question emerges from ourfindings: Were
Suffolk Bank in Boston—was operating as much more
than a typical commercial bank. In 1826 the Suffolk the Suffolk Bank's central bank-like activities beneficial
Bank began thefirst regionwide note-clearing service in to New England's economy? To that end, we compare
the United States, known as the Suffolk Banking System.Massachusetts' economy to Pennsylvania's. Wefind subWhat is well known about the Suffolk Bank is that by stantial evidence that is consistent with the hypothesis
1836 it had become the clearinghouse for virtually all that the Suffolk Bank's activities benefited New Enthe banknotes that circulated in New England. What is
not so well known about the Suffolk Bank, and what
*The authors thank the Baker Library, Harvard Business School, for the materiwe show in this article, is that during and after the Panic als provided
from its Suffolk Bank Collection.
of 1837, it provided some of the services that we norfWeber is also an adjunct professor of economics at the University of Minnemally think of central banks providing during banking sota.
1 Individual bank balance sheet data used throughout are from Weber 1999.
panics. These services included lending reserves to other
3

gland's economy. However, further research is required
to rule out other possible explanations for the relatively
strong performance of New England's economy during
this period.
The Panic of 1837 and Its Aftermath

We start with a brief history of the Panic of 1837 and its
aftermath into the early 1840s.
The Panic of 1837 began in the South with bank suspensions in Natchez, Mississippi, on May 4, followed by
suspensions in Montgomery, Alabama, on May 9. Suspensions hit the North on May 10, when the banks in
New York City suspended payments (McGrane 1924,
chap. 4), then rapidly spread to other parts of the country. On May 11, the banks in Albany, Hartford, Philadelphia, Providence, and Baltimore suspended payments,
followed on May 12 by the banks in Mobile and Boston
and on May 13 by the banks in New Orleans. By the
end of May, virtually all the banks in the country had
suspended payments. The only reported exception was
the State Bank of Missouri (Martin 1886, p. 30).2
The length of suspensions and the timing of subsequent resumptions of specie payments at par varied. On
April 16, 1838, two prominent Boston banks were the
first to resume specie payments. By the end of May, the
banks of New England and New York had resumed payments. Most banks in the rest of the country did not resume payments until the fall of 1838. In August, the
United States Bank of Pennsylvania (formerly the Second Bank of the United States), other banks in Philadelphia and the rest of Pennsylvania, and the banks in Maryland resumed payments, followed shortly thereafter by
banks in the South.
Historians are undecided about the causes of the Panic of 1837. Some point to President Andrew Jackson's
veto of the bill to recharter the Second Bank of the United States, which then ended its practice of disciplining
riskier banks by returning their notes. (See Hammond
1957, pp. 438-45.) Others blame the so-called Specie
Circular—an executive order issued in July 1836 under
which only specie would be accepted as payment for
public land, supposedly draining specie from the banking system and making banks more vulnerable to runs.
(See Timberlake 1960.) Still others point to falling cotton prices. (See Temin 1969.) In December 1836, cotton
prices had reached a high of 15.3 cents per pound, but
by May 1837, were down to 11.5 cents per pound (Gray
1933, p. 1027). The fall in cotton prices in turn led to
4

falling farm incomes, high rates of mortgage defaults,
and concerns about bank solvency.
Regardless of the cause or causes, the Panic of 1837
appears to have been followed by a widespread economic slowdown that lasted in parts of the country for close
tofive years (Goldin and Margo 1989, p. 1). Due to the
lack of early U.S. economic data, estimates of real gross
national product (GNP) are, at best, very rough. Nevertheless, according to one of the more recent estimates
(Myers 1992, Table IV), the U.S. economy slowed dramatically in the years immediately following the Panic
of 1837. Between 1820 and 1836, real GNP grew at
close to an 8 percent annual rate; between 1830 and
1836, at a 10 percent annual rate. In contrast, real GNP
declined in 1837 and grew at only a 1.3 percent annual
rate from 1836 to 1840. An overall index of stock prices
reflects this slowdown, declining by more than 50 percent from its high in May 1835 to its low in January
1843 (Sylla, Wilson, and Jones 1994).3
This prolonged slowdown was associated with the
advent of another widespread bank panic and suspension {Niks' National Register 1839). This suspension
began in 1839 and lasted at least two years. On October 9, the banks in Philadelphia suspended payments,
and by year-end, most of the banks in the interior of
Pennsylvania followed. On October 10, the banks in
Baltimore suspended payments, followed the next week
by the banks in Providence, Richmond, and Norfolk; all
but one bank in the District of Columbia; and all but
one bank in Cincinnati. Many of the banks in Louisville
suspended payments shortly after hearing about the
banks in Cincinnati. By the end of 1839, most of the
banks in Tennessee, Indiana, and Louisiana had also suspended payments.
2We follow the terminology of the time and define bank suspensions as times
when banks stopped redeeming their notes in specie on demand. Banks did not close
their doors, but remained open for business. This point is made explicitly in the suspension resolution adopted by the banks of New York City on May 10, 1837 (Niks'
Weekly Register 1837, p. 162):
In the meantime the notes of all the banks will be received at the different banks,
as usual, in payment of debts, and in deposite; and as the indebtedness of the
community to the bank exceeds three times the amount of their liabilities to the
public, it is hoped and expected that the notes of the different banks will pass
current, as usual, and that the state of the times will soon be such as to render the
resumption of specie payments practicable.
In fact, of course, discounts on banknotes were observed.
3The South's economy appears to have been particularly hard hit. As noted, the
price of cotton dropped shaiply just before the Panic of 1837. On April 15, 1837,
Niles' Weekly Register (vol. 52, pp. 118, 119) declared that southern merchants could
not payfive cents on the dollar of what they owed to New York banks.

